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In addition we only need time. And that is not in short supply. (Viljo Kujala 1941)

On the opening page of his pioneering work, Soule (1985) highlights that “Although crisis oriented, conservation biology is concerned with the long-term viability of whole systems”. To some extent the crisis orientation hints to the pressing timelines of operational conservation while the latter part is more about ecology, population biology and science in general. Soule (1985) was careful with the wording, but nevertheless, ever since conservation biology has been framed one way or another as a crisis discipline (e.g., Meffe 2001, Pullin 2002, Wilson 2002, Meine et al 2006, Sodhi & Ehrlich 2010). In the science of conservation biology, the crisis discipline statement is often supplemented with some variation of the original idea that the focus has to be in safeguarding the long-term survival of species, populations and functioning of the ecosystems. However, despite the recognition in science, it appears that operational conservation is somewhat disconnected from the science (Pullin et al. 2004, Knight et al. 2008, Arlettaz et al. 2010) and is predominantly approaching the conservation problem from the crisis perspective. The fact that operational conservation decision making is often based on ecological values we currently have in any given focal ecosystem (or the lack thereof) and seldom considers space or time, and thus is not based on a mechanistic understanding of the long-term survival of populations, serves as a good example. Here we advance an argument for prognostic conservation practice in which we should recognise the future ecological potential of areas despite of their current degraded ecological values. We consider our suggestion for prognostic conservation practise to be an interesting parallel to the general time management problems discussed by Meffe (2001) in an editorial in Conservation Biology on problems of obtaining good quality timely peer reviews. Citing Covey (1989), Meffe explained that “any activity can be judged as urgent or not urgent and as important or not important. When placed in a two-by-two matrix, four quadrants result: I, urgent and important; II, not urgent and important; III, urgent and not important; and IV, not urgent and not important. Covey argues that effective people avoid activities in quadrants III and IV as much as possible, minimize activities in quadrant I (the crisis management area), and maximize activities in quadrant II, where good and creative work occurs in a calm and reasoned environment.” We believe that prognostic conservation practise belongs to the quadrant II and thus shifts the operational conservation away from crisis management area towards the good and creative conservation work. We begin with general arguments for increased...
area and then deepen the argument with a specific example from boreal ecosystems.

**More area covers more species!**


What is interesting, however, is that we appear to be focusing on the inverse of the relationship with respect to conservation. Indeed, research seems to be more occupied with determining how habitat loss will influence the loss of species rather than trying to work out how increasing habitat area would enhance the survival of the remaining ones or improve species coverage of a conservation area network (Mönkkönen et al. 2009). Why should this be? In part, this is likely to reflect the business as usual thinking in which the biologists and perhaps even the authorities responsible for the management and conservation of landscapes acknowledge that habitat loss is the reality and this trend is not really anticipated to be reversing.

In most textbooks of ecology and conservation biology, one can read that species conservation is ultimately connected to the idea of habitat conservation (e.g., Pullin 2002, Hanski 2005, 2016, Primack 2006). This is something that most of us tend to agree with. Nevertheless, it appears that the reality of rampantly ongoing habitat loss may have caused us to mentally give up this idea and perhaps somewhat unintentionally to shift our focus into apparently more fertile and gratifying areas of conservation research and practice. Indeed, rather than steadfastly trying to set aside and protect more area we seem to have shifted into thinking how to improve the quality of the areas we have already succeeded to set aside. It is easy to see why such a shift may have taken place: Many (if not most) conservation areas and set-asides in western society have a history of long and intensive utilisation causing extensive habitat degradation and thus resulting into the deterioration of the conservation value of the conservation areas. To reverse the habitat degradation, it has been globally agreed that extensive restoration of the degraded habitats should be undertaken (e.g., https://www.cbd.int/sp/targets/, http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals/). In the past decade we saw an increase in restoration actions aiming to rehabilitate the structures and functions that were typical of natural ecosystems followed by research aiming to document the anticipated ecological successes and the feared economical risks of the restoration actions (e.g., Toivanen & Kotiaho 2007a, 2007b, Vanha-Majamaa et al. 2007, Junninen et al. 2008, Komonen & Kouki 2008, Toivanen et al. 2009, Olsson & Jonsson 2010, Toivanen & Kotiaho 2010, Haapalehto et al. 2011, Moreno-Mateos et al. 2012, Groot et al. 2013). We think that restoration indeed is an important tool in our conservation toolbox (see e.g., Kotiaho et al. 2015, 2016a, 2016b), but perhaps not the most important one until we have secured enough area for conservation purposes.

The problem, of course, is that it is virtually impossible to determine how much area is enough for all species to persist in any given area. There just is no single threshold value for all species (Mönkkönen & Reunanen 1999, Fahrig 2001, Tear et al. 2005, Hanski 2005, 2016), and even if there were, it would simply be too high to be realistically achievable in the current political or socio-economical context. Nevertheless, area needed is certainly more than the few percent-
ages that are set aside in many western countries. Various global working groups have provided recommendations that each nation should protect ca. 10% of the total area (reviewed in Svancara et al. 2005) and more recently this target was revised to be 17% for terrestrial and 10% for marine world respectively (https://www.cbd.int/sp/targets; see also Pouzols et al. 2014). However, what needs to be noted is that the often repeated 10% rule-of-thumb, or even the current 17% target, is not a scientifically derived value for the biological conservation needs but rather it is a negotiated policy-driven compromise that is a convenient politically achievable target; as Svancara et al. (2005) eloquently put it: “The 10 percent conservation target or goal is an arbitrary value, but one that has gained considerable popularity in the past two decades, without evidence of biological substance or conservation merit”. Indeed, in conservation target setting science and politics often mix to such an extent that it is impossible to tell where the science stops and the political pragmatism takes over (see also Hanski 2002, Tear et al. 2005, Ahlroth & Kotiaho 2009, Kotiaho et al. 2016a).

Unfortunately, similar, albeit sometimes unrecognised, arbitrary conservation target setting is common in one of the most influential current tools of practical conservation i.e. the systematic conservation planning framework (Margules & Pressey 2000, Margules & Sarkar 2007, Moilanen et al. 2009). Systematic conservation planning prioritizes areas for conservation first, by locating areas with the highest \textit{a priori} ecological values (targets) that best complement the existing conservation area network (Pressey et al. 2007) and second, by minimizing the losses of the ecological values within the areas of the highest and most complementary ecological values (Pressey et al. 2004, Nicholson et al 2006, Visconti et al. 2011). Foundational to the systematic conservation planning framework is the aim of satisfying the conservation targets with minimum cost. Because priority is given to areas with the highest present ecological values, the minimum cost requirement may translate into finding the smallest area possible satisfying the ecological targets and thus, may maximize species extinction in the long run (Cabeza & Moilanen 2001). It may be worth mentioning that this is a feature rather than a fault in the target setting framework. The problem is that because the above framework is dependent on \textit{a priori} target setting and aims at cost-effective satisfaction of the targets, it may become easy to overlook the problem that still in the first place we do not know how much area is enough for all species to persist (Tilman et al. 1994, Cabeza & Moilanen 2003, Svancara et al. 2005, Tear et al. 2005). Therefore, even when we use the state-of-the-art methods for locating the best possible areas for conservation, we may not reach the actual overarching target i.e., maintaining the biodiversity and ecological values in the long run (but see Maron et al. 2012, Moilanen 2012, Kareksela et al. 2013).

Given that we do not know how much area set-aside and protected is enough, but understanding that it is certainly more than what we have at the moment, we suggest that our primary focus in operational conservation efforts should be directed towards securing more area — even if it means that we must start setting aside degraded areas. Arguments for restoration rather than setting aside more area rest on the assumption that the little area we already have set aside will be sufficient to protect the biodiversity, provided we just improve the quality of the conservation areas themselves and the adjacent managed areas. The arguments laid down above suggest that this is not the case — we need more area! We agree that restoration is a valuable tool to increase the quality of the habitats, but what must not be forgotten is that while the quality of the habitat may have an influence on how much area of any given habitat needs to be set-aside and protected, the determining factor still is the area.

We argue that to effectively combat habitat loss, the appreciation of the importance of the area should be revitalized; in this case quality does not substitute for quantity. It easily appears that the ecological values peak at the best remaining patches of the natural habitats, such as old growth forests, and thus these are the areas we should aim to set aside and protect. The problem, of course, is that in reality setting aside the remaining natural habitats incurs opportunity costs prohibitively large for society at large to accept it. This is because rapidly increasing human population size sets increasing demands
for global conversion of natural habitats into productive land (Meyer & Turner 1992, Foley et al. 2005, Polasky et al. 2008). Indeed, societies appear to be increasingly adopting the values of venture capitalism and endless desire for more growth, in which apparent cost-efficiency and fast revenues are the only values that count. Due to discounting we tend to prefer actions that yield fast profits compared with actions that accumulate slowly even when the total profits would be greater in the long run. We agree that we must be cost-effective in everything we conserve because wasting limited conservation budget is simply not sensible but the strive for cost-efficiency should not work contrary to sustainability.

This raises the question of how to do cost-effective conservation in a sustainable way. Cost-benefit analysis provides a widely accepted method to achieve cost-efficient solutions and the economically optimal level of conservation actions. In this setting, the question is how large economic costs today we are willing to accept in order to achieve environmental benefits in the future. The rate at which we discount the future decisively affects the conservation actions that seem economically warranted today (Mazziotta et al. 2016, Ranius et al. 2016). In a cost-benefit analysis the objective is to maximize the benefits-to-costs ratio. If we apply discount rates of $x$ and $y$ for economic costs and environmental benefits, respectively, we can formulate the objective to maximize $\frac{B \times \exp(y)}{C \times \exp(x)}$, where $B$ refers to environmental benefits and $C$ to economic costs. By rearranging, the equation reduces to $B \times \exp(z)/C$ where $z$ is $(y - x)$.

The private discount rate, such as a market interest rate, is suitable for calculating the economic costs to land owners. However, environmental benefits can be considered a social investment, and therefore, a social discount rate is needed to evaluate impacts of social conservation project or policy. It has been argued that the social discount rate should be lower than the market interest rate because biodiversity assets are non-substitutable and non-reproducible (Azar & Sterner 1996, Philibert 2003, Guo et al. 2006, Gollier 2010, Kula & Evans 2011). Consequently, assuming that $y < x$, the final discount rate of environmental benefits, $z$, will be (perhaps only slightly) negative. This effectively means that future benefits from conservation projects should be valued higher than the immediate benefits. On these grounds we argue that a current investment not providing immediate returns but doing so during future generations should be a very valuable investment — even more valuable than an investment that will bring immediate but ephemeral revenues.

The argument

Above we made general arguments for the priority of setting aside more area, and a rationale for doing it cost-effectively. To deepen our argument we next take a specific example, but note that the arguments we are making are general and that similar examples can be found in other ecosystems and regions. We draw our example from the boreal forest ecosystems and argue that we should purchase clear-cut forests and set them aside for nature conservation purposes.

The problem with forest conservation is that the areas that we traditionally value the most in terms of conservation are simultaneously the most valuable for timber production i.e., the old-growth forests, thus creating a conflict between economic and ecological values (Mönkkönen 1999, Pautasso 2007). Therefore, if we want to conserve more area with our limited conservation budgets, the solution is to set aside the areas that are not so much valued from the economic point of view (see e.g., Lundström et al. 2011, Mazziotta et al. 2016, Ranius et al. 2016). Here the distinction we made between the private and social discount rates makes a difference: Once the fast economical revenues from clear-cutting a mature forest have been reaped the economic value of the area is dramatically decreased. As far as the price of the forest land is considered the clear-cut land is as cheap as it gets. Many will argue that the clear-cut will have no ecological values worth setting aside (see below), but it is worth noting that these persons have adopted the doctrine of private discounting rather than the social one: provided the clear-cut is set aside today we may expect large ecological values to be obtained in a hundred or so years, and given a negative discount rate (see above), these large
future benefits should be valued higher than the immediate low benefits. Therefore, our argument is that purchasing clear-cut forests in conservation-strategically important locations (e.g., close to existing reserves) and setting them aside for nature conservation purpose is a part of a palette of cost-effective conservation actions and that our policy-targets for conservation should be modified accordingly (see also Hanski 2011, Rybicki & Hanski 2013, Kotiaho 2017).

We are not opposing protection of the remaining old-growth patches, but rather wish to point out that obtaining large areas of clear-cuts in conservation-strategically important locations could cost-effectively assist our mission to carry the current biodiversity across generations. We say across generations because we are convinced that we really need to be taking a longer perspective on the conservation problem. We should shift our focus from resolving immediate conservation crises towards prognostic conservation practise and plan for a long-term survival of populations and species. Unfortunately, the short-termism inherent to our political systems and societal decision making, as well as that in research funding is likely to present significant resistance to prognostic approaches that rely on decadal or even across-generation planning.

To plan across generations, we also need to consider the following question: how can we ensure that the today’s political decision to set aside clear-cuts is upheld in the future. Indeed, we need to consider that the areas that may now be economically uninteresting will become economically interesting again. The dilemma is particularly likely to arise because the economic value of the clear-cut is likely to increase faster than its ecological value. While it may indeed be impossible to tie the hands of the future generations, we already have long history of legislation we adhere to and thus one way would be to develop the legislation to better safeguard the set asides in the future. The problem of political unpredictability will presumably be higher with set-asides that currently have high economic values than with current clear-cuts, and thus, our inability to ensure the persistence of set-asides cannot be used as an argument of not establishing them.

Abandoning the crisis orientation in favour of more prognostic conservation practise may also mean that we have to admit that it may not be possible to save all the extant species. The ones that are now threatened may in fact be under severe extinction debt and some of them perhaps cannot be saved no matter what we do. Admitting that we may lose some does not mean that we should give up, but by shifting the focus of conservation actions and research questions from species that are already at the brink of extinction to those that are not quite yet there, just might help us save more of the latter ones in the long run (McIntyre 1992, Bottrill et al. 2008, 2009, McDonald-Madden et al. 2008, Wilson et al 2011, DiMarco et al. 2012, Kotiaho & Halme 2014). What is the worry is that if (or because) we are unable to stop the ongoing habitat loss it is very likely that the species not yet threatened will become so in some not so distant future. Therefore, to combat habitat loss in the long run, we suggest purchasing large areas of clear-cuts in conservation-strategically important locations (e.g., close to existing reserves) and setting them aside for conservation purposes.

Three common arguments against setting aside clear-cuts

_We are in a hurry to save the little old growth we have left so that species do not go extinct and thus we cannot afford to set aside the clear-cuts_

This argument harbours two implicit, somewhat nested, presumptions: (i) that species are going to go extinct very rapidly, and (ii) by conserving the little old growth we have left would prevent those rapid extinctions. The second presumption is likely to be flawed. The biodiversity is already in decline despite the fact that the old growth forest fragments that could be set aside have existed in the landscape all the time. Thus, it is unlikely that saving only these fragments, or in fact anything we have at the moment, is sufficient to stop the loss of species. Indeed, this argument appears to be turning into the favour of restoration: the only way of stopping the current loss of species is to stop habitat loss and start to improve the quality of the protected habitats. Even if we halt the degradation now we will still
be losing species due to the extinction debt and in order to create species credit (Hanski 2000) we indeed need to restore the degraded habitats.

The first presumption is a bit more challenging. However, what we know of the responses of species to the degradation of habitat or habitat loss is that extinction tends not to be immediate but rather that considerable time lags are involved. This time lag is causing the extinction debt (Tilman et al. 1994, Hanski 2000, Kuussaari et al. 2009, Jackson & Sax 2010). There are now numerous studies that show that indeed the extinctions are likely to follow but that the time needed may be surprisingly long, in many cases extending more than a century (e.g., Lindborg & Eriksson 2004, Junninen & Komonen 2011, Sang et al. 2010). So, it appears that if not all, at least many species may resist extinction for more than a century suggesting that, in fact, we still may have time to start conservation from a conservation-strategically well located clear-cuts.

There is nothing worth conserving in the clear-cut

This argument is somehow reflecting our tendency to think primarily of the benefits here and now and discount the ones that are achievable in long time spans of a century or so. Even if it really was the case that there is little worth conserving now it does not constitute evidence that this will be the case also in the long run (see e.g., Segerstöm et al. 2004, Humphrey 2005, Chazdon et al. 2009). The fact is that the forests in many regions will regenerate, re-establish important habitat characteristics, reach maturity and eventually approach old-growth perhaps already after a century or so. Given the long relaxation time for extinction debt discussed above, it appears likely that we still have species that can colonise these secondary old growth forests.

One can also question the factual claim in this argument: is it really a fact that there is nothing at the clear-cuts worth conserving? Numerous studies and comparisons have been conducted on the species assemblages at the clear-cuts. Although many species or species groups obviously are negatively affected by the clear-cutting (e.g., Niemelä 1997) it is not an uncommon finding that clear-cuts are not void of species, and actually often harbour equally many or even more species than the old-growth forests (e.g., Pykälä 2004, Selonen et al. 2005, Widenfalk & Weslien 2009, Johansson et al. 2010). However, what is perhaps surprising to some is that there are large amounts of dead wood on clear-cuts (Eräjää et al. 2010), and that several studies actually report findings of species on clear-cuts that are considered to be under risk of extinction (e.g., Martikainen 2001, Sverdrup-Thygeson & Ims 2002, Junninen et al. 2006, Jonsell 2007, 2008, Jonsell et al. 2007). Thus, clear-cuts do provide some values immediately, and if set-aside, high values in the future.

If we start setting aside clear-cuts we will definitively lose the remaining old growth

Well, the world just is not so black and white, even though setting aside clear-cuts does not come without a price. We are not suggesting that we should exclusively focus on setting aside clear-cuts. On the contrary, instead of the exclusive focus on the tiny fragments of good quality old growth we suggest that we should also, i.e. in addition to old growth, consider setting aside larger areas of clear-cut. By allocating all our conservation resources into the old-growth we can expect high immediate return but for very restricted quantity, while allocating some of the resources to clear-cuts we may expect low immediate return that is compensated by the large quantity and expected higher return in the long run. If we simultaneously consider both short- and long-term conservation targets we can probably achieve more than by focusing on only one of the two (e.g., Mazziotta et al. 2016, Ranius et al. 2016).

A question then arises, what proportion of limited conservation resources should be allocated for setting aside clear-cuts vs. old growth. The answer critically hinges on time discounting of economic costs and environmental benefits. Mazziotta et al. (2016) concluded that the optimal share of investments on setting aside clear-cuts increases when the difference between private and social discount rate increases. In
another study, Ranius et al. (2016) compared the relative utility setting aside young forests, setting aside old forest and prolonging rotations. The comparison was focused on a long-term extinction risk of a dead wood-dependent beetle (*Diacanthous undulates*) metapopulation in a 50 km² landscape in central Sweden, using a colonization–extinction model. They found that in the long-term (200 years) the extinction risk was lowest when about 80% of the budget was allocated for setting aside the oldest stands and the remaining 20% for setting aside the youngest ones. While Ranius et al. (2016) did not evaluate time discounting of conservation benefits, they concluded that the optimal strategy depends on the assumed societal values and hence discount rates.

Even if we do not know the optimal strategy yet, the message from the limited available evidence is clear: a cost-efficient conservation portfolio includes investments on setting aside clear-cuts. If we invested 20% of the available resources in clear-cuts and 80% in old growth, and assume that the opportunity cost of setting aside clear-cut is one tenth of the cost of setting aside old growth, we would acquire almost three times larger increment in the area of a conservation network than in the old-growth-only policy; with a 50:50 share the increment would already be 5.5 times greater.

**Conclusions**

If we really want to conserve biodiversity for future generations we may need to abandon the crisis-oriented approach from our conservation actions, move towards prognostic conservation practise and set aside more area. It may be that in order to obtain significant increments in our conservation area networks we must start focusing on areas that are not directly competing with society’s economic interests in terms of revenues from the timber or food production. These areas are the clear-cuts and other degraded areas. By augmenting our conservation area networks with large areas of cheap clear-cuts we are not responding to a crisis we have already observed nor are we looking for the fast revenues here and now, but rather we are making a prognostic decision and conserving for future generations — just as we should be.

This is not the first time the idea of setting aside clear-cuts has been advanced. Indeed, as early as in 1941, Viljo Kujala, professor of forest biology and the founding member and a long-term president of the Board of the Finnish Association for Nature Conservation, suggested that the dire lack of nature reserves in the southern half of Finland could have been resolved by setting aside clear-cuts: “Since even in southern Finland the original forest plant species still exist and are ready to re-colonise areas that have become cleared out, it is obvious that here we can establish a nature reserve on an area that is for example completely clear-cut or burnt to barren. In addition we only need time. And that is not in short supply.” (translated by the authors from Kujala 1941: 35). Just imagine if the authorities some 75 years ago would have been visionary enough to implement Kujala’s suggestion of setting aside large areas of clear-cuts in southern Finland in already degraded areas! Unfortunately, they were not.

Through the above discussion and suggestion of setting aside large areas of clear-cut, we aim to draw attention to the need to move from short-sighted crisis orientation towards more prognostic conservation practise. If we do it now and aim at setting aside more area instead of looking for apparently cost-effective minimum area solutions, we can foresee that within a century or so our successors may be in a position of declaring that finally we are getting close to the global biodiversity targets in achieving a significant reduction in or indeed halting the loss of biological diversity.
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